
Café Val Al a s F h  Bre . Al a s H  or Y .

Fra le
3 cups ice cubes
1 cup brewed espresso cold
2 tablespoons granulated sugar
2 tablespoons syrup
 Vanilla, Caramel, Mocha

Grind all ingredients in clean 
blender. Add syrup. Garnish 
with whip cream and syrup of 
choice.

Ice  V  of
-Strong brewed coffee
-Ice
-Milk whole or skim
-Flavor of Choice 
Vanilla, Caramel, Mocha

Two scoops of  ground coffee into filter 
and into coffee machine. Pour brewed 
coffee over ice into cup along with milk 
to desired taste. Add a flavor of choice.

Ice  V  at
-1/2 cup of Brewed espresso beans
-½ Milk whole or skim

-Ice
- Flavor choice- Vanilla, Caramel,
 Mocha

Freshly brew espresso and pour in 
cup over ice. Pour flavored syrup.  
Can be garnished with whipcream 
and syrup of choice
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Val  a
-1 Packet of Celestial Seasoning 
flavored tea
-Boiled water
-Lemon or Milk
-Sugar

Pour hot water in a cup with 
sugar and milk or lemon. Add tea 
packet of choice.

-1 cup of milk



Café Val
Poq o C it
-½ cup Cream of Coconut
-½ cup Coconut Milk
-½ cup Sweet Condensed Milk
-½ cup Evaporated Milk
- 2 dashes of Cinnamon
-Optional 1 Egg Yolk
-Optional Rum Shot

In a clean blender, pour all 
ingredients. Blend well. Serve over ice 
and garnish with cinnamon stick

Val  e
-¼ cup of Brewed espresso beans
-½ cup of Steam milk whole or skim

-Topped  off with Foam
- Flavor choice- Vanilla, Caramel,
 Mocha

Freshly brew espresso and pour in 
cup. Pour flavored syrup.  Steam ½ 
cup of milk . Pour slowly to create a 
design.

Cup  V e
-Freshly brew coffee
-Milk whole or skim. Can be steamed
-Flavor Choice - Vanilla, Caramel, Mocha

One scoop of  ground coffee into 
filter and into coffee machine. Pour 
brewed coffee into cup along with 
milk to desired taste. Add a flavor of 
choice.

Al a s F h  Bre . Al a s H  or Y .

Val  y o h e
-½ cup strawberries
-1 med banana
-Milk
-Cup of ice

Pour all ingredients in a clean 
blender. Blend well. Garnish with 
Strawberry.
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Disclaimers
All Images are from Google Images. All recipes and directions are from a mixture of 

varies recipes from Recipes.com and Food Network. Name of the cafe and drinks are 
original.
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